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The familiar story of patriarch Jacob and his twelve sons comes to new life and power in this

masterful retelling by Gilbert Morris. Joseph seems to be the one who will be chosen to carry on the

family name and birthright, but Jacob makes a startling announcement: "The scepter will not depart

from Judah until Shiloh comesÃ¢â‚¬Â¦" Lions of Judah, Book 4.
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"Mr. Morris brings the Bible to life... and proves once again why he is a best-selling master

storyteller." -- Romantic Times

Gilbert Morris was a pastor before becoming an English professor and earning a Ph.D. at the

University of Arkansas. Gilbert has been a consistent bestselling author (The House of Winslow) in

the Christian market for many years. He and his wife live in Gulf Shores, Alabama.

Gilbert Morris brings the characters of the Old Testament to life. The ways of life of the Chosen

People of God is detailed in their nomadic lifestyle. Their human weakness and never ending faith in

God is the source of their strength.Joseph in my mind from Sunday School seemed to be bullied by

is older brothers. Morris portrays him a the spoiled favored son of Jacob a tattletale and trouble

maker. Upon sale into slavery with God at his side, intelligence, morals and ability to understand

dreams allowed him to rise to a high member of Egyptian hierarchy thus fulfilling his childhood



dream.Reading is my passion and I read all types of books. However; Gilbert Morris is becoming a

go to author when looking for a good book. He hasn't let me down yet.

I'm so glad I was introduced to this series via Book Gorilla. True to the Biblical stories of Noah,

Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and more, Gilbert Morris makes the characters and stories come alive. If I

were still teaching religion classes, the Lions of Judah books would be required reading. While each

book could be read as a stand-alone, reading the series in order was a treat. I am easily annoyed

with Kindle books that contain multiple spelling and formatting errors. This series is remarkably

"clean"--I may have found 2 typos in four books. I appreciated the quality of the Kindle edition, as

well as the engaging way these books are written. If you've tried to read these Old Testament

stories in the Bible, but "didn't get it," try this book! If you enjoy Bible fiction, you'll enjoy this entire

series.

When I realized this book would be about Joseph, I must admit I was somewhat disappointed as I

knew the story of Joseph so well. Or so I thought. I knew the STORY of Joseph but not the GLORY

of God portrayed throughout. It touched my heart to realize the intricate plan of God in Joseph's life

and trials and about the wonder of how His hand is personally involved in our lives. And the

marvelous story of forgiveness. These books have made me have a whole new love and thirst to

read the Old Testament and to see the spiritual revelations contained therein.

This series makes scripture pop. I have not been reading for many years but Gilbert Morris as well

as Lynn Austin are one of the best writers ever. After reading these books and you read scripture

the characters come to life.

Enjoyed the 4th book and continuing history of the ancestral line of Jesus. Very descriptive and

Gilbert allows your imagination to get a good picture of what if would have been like in Joseph's

time.

Gilbert Morris has created yet another great masterpiece! Those familiar Bible characters are

enriched by his magical retelling of their story in God's timeline of history. Thank you for making my

Bible come alive!

Every one of the books in this series by Gilbert Morris is good. Don't expect it to follow doctrine of



any sort, it's mostly fiction but a good set of books.I'm enjoying seeing him bring the characters to

life through his imagination, and some scripture.

This entire series of books by Gilbert Morris is absolutely outstanding. Some of the books include

fictional figures, but they fit into the narrative nicely. Altogether a terrific read. If you like biblical

accounts you will really enjoy these books.
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